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Workplan for DAT300

SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4 SW5 SW6

Report

Program

Presentation

Time granularity?
Period? Day? Hour? Week?
→Week (3 days?) good for most 
student projects



Workplan for DAT300

SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4 SW5 SW6

Report

Program

Presentation

Tasks?
How many; Too large and the 
planning is meaningless. 
Divide into suitable chunks(!)



Workplan 
Objective: 
used to plan 
your work

It should be of a good 
granularity for time:

master thesis = 
week; 

here = 3 days / 
week? 

The task should be 
detailed and clear for 
you and others to 
understand. 

Divide larger 
tasks into 
subtasks.

You should be able to 
judge when you are 
done

Concrete 
“milestone”?



Define Tasks
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Write report

Friday: 
Judge if you are on time 

with your planning. How???



Define Tasks
SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4 SW5 SW6

Write report

Write related 
work

Write 
experimental 
setup

Write intro

Write 
experiment

Write 
discussion

Update 
abstract / 
conclusion

Friday: 
Judge if you are on time 

with your planning. How???



Guidelines

Avoid active ongoing verbs
Formulate it into paste tense? 

Completed related work

Gantt chart not needed You can make a text description per week

Set a “deliverable” or 
“milestone” per week. 

Something concrete that many can agree 
whether it is fulfilled.

Recipients?
For you to judge if you are on time

For us to see if plan reasonable

For us to see if you are on time



Better Workplan (Planning Report)

Sw2
Write a complete abstract, ready to be shared with supervisors

Write an outline of the report, to plan future activities

Collect the papers needed for the related work

Sw3
Complete related work

Set an outline for the experiments to be done

Decide “application area”

Sw4
Complete experiment

Run Experiment

Write introduction 

Sw5
Prepare draft of presentation → share with an other group for freedback

Complete a draft of report → share with friends in DAT147 course

Extra time in case of problem



Example in box

• Core idea

• Motivation

• Objectives

• Scientific challenges

• How will challenges be met / Approach

• Timeline (try to make it more concrete)



Work in 
Processes

Outline

Draft

ReviseDraft

Revise



Change the abstraction level

Tree

Forest


